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About This Game

Swingy Sword is a casual 3D fighting game where you fight to the death against up to 4 of your friends in 6 unique game modes.
The main goal of Swingy Sword is to make the controls as challenging as possible while still being exciting to play.

  Example: You use the 2 joysticks to move the legs individually and to swing your sword you press and hold one of the
bumpers and press the D-Pad in the direction you want to swing.

  If you like party games and you like games with Octodad style controls, you'll love Swingy Sword.
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Hello Steam user who is wondering if this visual novel is worth their time. I'm going to tell you right now that the short answer
is... Oh boy this one was tough. To be honest, I have no idea if I'm recommending this or not as I type these words. This is
definitely one of those times I wish Steam allowed neutral reviews.

Pros
\u2013 the characters. Thankfully one of the most important elements of any visual novel (or really, any story driven narrative) is
done decently well here. Our heroine, Juliet, is a riot. Both her dialogue and internal monologues made me laugh out loud more
than one and she has a distinct, memorable personality which many player characters in this particular genre of games generally
lack. She also grows as a character no matter which route you're playing(although it is especially evident in Kadin's route where she
decides to give up pranking on her own accord instead of getting in trouble and being forced to quit like in the other routes).The
love interests are great too with each having their own motivations and feelings. Romeo our animal loving honor student with a
hidden troublemaking side, Richard the sweethearted bad boy wannabe who's lost in more ways than one and Kadin the lovable
loyal bubbly friend with a few hidden secrets. Each guy was great in their own way and I couldn't help but love them when I was
on their routes. No matter how sloppily told those routes were (but we'll get to that) I also even like the side characters who had their
own personalities and feelings too.
\u2013 The humor. This game is really good at pulling the unexpected laughs. Especially with how creative some of the pranks
ended up getting and just general the romcom tone of the whole thing. Even when you KNEW what was going to happen, someone
or something unexpected would come around and make the moment feel fresh and original.
\u2013 The art. It's not groundbreaking or anything but it is pleasant to look at and even with several characters being related to
each other and looking similar. Everyone had a distinct look even though two characters looked almost identical (again will get to
that). The chibi art was the best.
\u2013 The menu. Very user-friendly so even if you're not visual novel savvy it's no trouble to get used to it.

Cons
\u2013 the story. The story in this game is absolute cluttered mess! Basically the premise is Juliet is constantly moving around with
her parents who are big Shakespeare fans and writers and they just moved into a town that they use to live in an Juliet ends up
running into three boys who all knew her at one point in her life and she also has amnesia and can't remember anything before the
age of seven. Yeah, see how I tagged amnesia as kind of a side note; that's what the game does even though that's supposed to be the
main underlying plot of the whole thing. The worst thing is onlyRomeo'sroute actually addresses the cause of the amnesia and the
big reveal of the plot (which makes me think that it's the true route of the game) while the other routes barely even touch upon
it.Now this somewhat justified in Kadin's route because he met her after she got the amnesia and already knew about it beforehand
but this doesn't make any sense in Richard's route because he was THERE when this happened! He knew her too so the fact that
they don't really mention it at all in his route makes zero sense from a narrative or logical perspective.Then there's also another girl
that looks almost identical to Juliet also named Juliette. When you playRomeo's route to find out that she's actually named Rosa and
that you knew her after you got sent to the hospital but it's never explained why she looks like you or why she has the same name
just spelled differently and it's also not explained why Richard knew the name Rosa even though she never shows up in his route
which is just beyond confusing.Also they never explain ifKat is really psychic or not or if she has multiple personalities and her
other personality never shows up in her brother's route which I thought was really strange because you think that the other
personality will show up the most in that route but nope.
\u2013 The presentation. Okay this is where the game really tanks. The way the game tells the story is in a series of vignettes which
is not a bad way to do it. However, many times the scenes seem like they're caught off or just jump to the next thing without having
a proper conclusion many times. Sometimes it seems very deliberate. Like they're trying to do a cliffhanger but other times just seem
completely random and it's jarring as hell. There's also different variations that can happen in routes depending on what you
choose so sometimes characters will mention things that you would've never seen happen because you chose the wrong choice.
\u2013 The endings. Again not in themselves are they bad but the normal endings almost felt better than the so-called good
endings. I think that they should of done two good endings and two bad endings.

Neutral
\u2013 the music. It sets the tone and has a distinct charm but not much else. It's also pretty catchy.

Alright after all of that... I think I will recommend the game but only for the characters and definitely on a discount of at least
50%. The only reason I do this is because I thought the game has good characters and good humor even if it's story is all over the
place and its editing is terrible. If you do want to try it they have a demo so if it's really not your thing then you should be fine.. this
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game is free on Kongregate, i can't see what extra content this game grant on steam version. also it's not as interesting as other idle
clicker games.
1. link chain is too much complex. the most confusing things it's hard to config a best link chain with all card in your hand, cause u
had to find a card with the right direction and bonus.
2. i can't remember the card characters, they all look the same and attr maybe or not random. and what if i can get my fav card
after reset.
3. map element also seems weak. u can't figure out the best chain route at the start.
in all words, the link chain is much more like the SNAKE game, u squeeze all your heros into a limit map.. Nice physics based game,
though its easy to handle but hard to master.. -ID-card says 72kg
-Weighs 73kg

*DENIED AND DETAINED*. This game has been in development for many years and boy, does it show (in a good way!). It
SHINES with polish and the excellence and bug-free experience ANY game can have with sufficient, dedicated development time
constructively spent by active developers on working out the kinks, improving and optimizing the graphics, ramping up the coolness
factor of the bullet streams, increasing the enemies' intelligence and their pathfinding and tactics, increasing the detail of the
textures and improving the lighting and gameplay and...

...well, Steel Storm: Burning Retribution (SSBR) has been through the equivalent of many "early access" development cycles without
having used early access time.

I believe I first downloaded it on Sourceforge long ago when it was available for Linux and Windows. I think.

Back to the point: SSBR is a polished, satisfying game. You might find yourself spending more time playing SSBR than you
anticipate!

And that's just the single-player part. I haven't even delved into the multiplayer portion of the game with its collection of multiplayer
variants (Edit: I have learned from ONE WHO KNOWS that the number of gamers playing SSBR in multiplayer mode is not as
large as might be desired—for some reason—and more development time has been spent on making SSBR friendly to single players
as a result). SSBR is like a third-person Unreal Tournament or Quake with modern graphics and mechs and hovertanks instead of
humanoids. And limited, rather than infinite, respawns. And double kills, triple kills, quadruple kills, etc. And a LOT of weapons.

The View From Above Provides A Great Starting Point:
SSBR is, by default, played while viewing your HoverTank from a top-down, third-person perspective. There's an automap in the
corner and a larger toggleable map, but don't give up on it if that's not your cup of tea: the main camera can be positioned
anywhere you want near your character (unless the camera options have been altered; I remember on an old build using a primary
camera a little above and behind my vehicle with other buttons bound to cameras looking in forward/back/left/right/etc. directions
from the POV of my vehicle. I remember lots of clipping errors in that build from many years ago, which was probably using a
different engine.) When I played it today (the day I wrote the rough draft of this review, 2015-07-07), I noticed no clipping errors
at all. Two camera options are available to choose as defaults, but individual features (e.g. speed of camera movement, camera
response delay following your having turned or moved your vehicle, angle of camera relative to ground, angle relative to the
vehicle, angle relative to a fixed base, etc.)) within those options can be changed, etc.

I don't know if the multiple access-anytime camera angles are possible in the current build, but it would not surprise me. If you like
games with lots of options to play with, SSBR can probably help to satisfy you.

If you like playing HoverTank DM/CTF/etc. or the much larger than I remember single-player tutorial and campaign(s), this game
is different enough and contains enough similar and different features that it's an enjoyable experience.

By default, SSBR's controls are mapped to keyboard, joystick, X360pad, and mouse. The mappings can be changed at will from the
main menu or the in-game pause menu.

Blowing Stuff To Smithereens a Visceral Thrill; Finding Goodies After Smoke Clears:
The detailed and varying barrels and crates and bins and boxes and scenery are gloriously destructible. Unless it's a legitimate
barrier (for which you will be grateful after you learn they can provide good cover from behind which to snipe turrets and other
baddies), it can be destroyed... and what will the destruction leave in its wake? Repair parts to give you more health? An additional
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vehicle respawn ("life")? A new weapon? or a huge number of parts exploding all over the place, adding only to your score? The
number of 'gibs' an exploding item releases can be set to preference.

SSBR now has trading cards!

Multiplayer can be co-op or competitive

Runs on all Steam-supported OSs

SSBR comes with an integrated editor, allowing the player to create new levels or campaigns

. should come with larger dlc... i love you guys but you need to figure this whole
dlc\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out. I am having quite a bit of fun.. Between muddy hitboxes, presentation that's
barebones even for a budget shmup and a complete lack of content (again, even compared to other budget shmups) I can't really
recommend this game unless you just happen to have a couple bucks in your Steam Wallet and are looking for something to do for
half an hour or so. The dull bosses that serve as bullet sponges rather than an example of any care in design is the icing on the
cake. Video below:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=TzoZ5nMiwAw. This is the original, untouched version originally released in the early
nineties. I did play this and loved it when it first came out. This is an excellent game, don't get me wrong. However, this has
aged terribly over the years. Frame rates are abysmal and due to scaling on today's monitors, the game looks even worse.
There are other versions of this game that have updated frame rates and slightly better graphics--some even have a map system
(Wolfenstein TNO). Alt-tabbing also has negative effects switching out of the DOSBox. Given this information and knowing
that there are better versions out there I suggest that you look for those ones unless you are strictly into the nostalgic factor.

This game holds a very special place in my heart but it pains me to not be able to recommend this version.
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This adds more depth to the game.The cars are awesome. Such great detail to the cars and new parts to play with. A great
addition to an awesome game. Highly recommend! 10\/10. I don't really know how to describe this game as it fails to load on
startup. From my research it has to do with resolution issues and the games inability to force your pc to load in a compatible
setting. All the fixes I have read online have not worked. As such the game is a waste of time/money because I can't actually
play it.. Great game, great music, bad touch!. I keep starting up this game wanting it to be good but after about 15 minutes or so
I\u2019ve had enough, every time. Your forced to sit through endless dialog. Looking at an image of the story while listening to
the characters go on and on, then finally your able to do a fight. You can probably win using one or two buttons, then more
looking at an image while you listen to more voiceover story (No real time or otherwise cinema). Rinse and repeat.
  It is absolutely awful. This trend of trying to pump out fighters as quick as possible to make more money faster is ruining the
genre. Do not buy this.. It's spelled "turbo", guys. Very very awesome game!!. Nice Game!

pros
*Accurate shooting
*Nice Weapons

cons
*i would like to see more detailed city and zombies coming out from doors
*teleport or slow moving like in vr zgame

Averall will be nice game if developers will listen
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